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 Principal problems of TRIZ & Creative
 Artificial Intelligence

1997

 2018+

Complexity

Uncertainty
Creative Artificial Intelligence helps with both
problems



I’m excited to talk about...

Mega-revolution

It’s called Creative AI

True Machina & Combinatorial Semantics
     is our contribution to the Revolution

Prototype of True Machina engine will be shown
for the first time. When ready it will be capable
of  generating 1 000 000 000+ new inventions



AI as equal partner, not just smart tool.
Two approaches. First: automation of TRIZ

TRIZ
Inventive Principles
Su-field
TS evolution
Root-cause
Trimming
more...

            Novel Ideas

1. AI automates TRIZ
methods

My personal experience: AI-TRIZ
software greatly increases creative
productivity of engineers trained in TRIZ



AI as equal partner, not just smart tool.
Two approaches. Second: automation of idea generation

TRIZ
Inventive Principles
Su-field
TS evolution
Root-cause
Trimming
more...

            Novel Ideas

1. AI automates TRIZ.
Human & AI use same
methods to find ideas

2. AI automates novel
ideas generation.
AI generates ideas, human
choses and improves

By generating novel ideas on human level
or better AI becomes true creative partner



Impact of automated inventions

• AI automates TRIZ

– Speeds up TRIZ learning
– Intensifies creativity of human users

• Combinatorial AI for novel ideas generation

– Intensifies creativity of human users
– Changes paradigm from:

“create-then improve” to “select-then improve”
– Greatly speeds up innovations



Three operations of True Machinatm

• Generates new ideas
with pictures and short texts;
uses Combinatorial Semantics

• Compares ideas by using main
parameters of technical function

• Updates knowledge base immediately
after new discovery is published and generates
all possible novel ideas

True Machina is a trademark of Predizo LLP



   True Machina transforms science into technologies

  True Machina

Discoveries
Research
Effects
Designs
Materials
Facts
Tech Shells

    New inventions:
- revolutionary
- incremental
- practical
- theoretical

1 000 000 000
inventionsAutomatic generation of novel inventions

from newly published research papers will
greatly accelerate innovations



R&D workflow and True Machina

Value Engineering

Ideality, Contradiction

Root Cause

Trimming

Quality Function Depl.

Novel Ideas

Novel Ideas

Novel Ideas

Novel Ideas

Novel Ideas

True Machina generates
novel ideas for all methods
of creativity enhancement

Great inventions can be found at any phase of creative design, and True Machina
may have conceptual ideas already generated, ready for optimization



Creative AI revolution. 
From Create to Select

Very big impact on corporate creativity is expected, because it is much
easier and much faster to Select ideas than to Create them first

Create ideas:
- trial&errors
- TRIZ, more...

        Select      ImproveNow

New paradigm         Select      Improve

1 000 000 000
inventions,
and growing...

But where
is Create?



New knowledge entry

Actuator made of layered water-containing material.
Bends under visible light irradiation of low intensity.

Knowledge entry for knowledge base
includes cause-effect triplet. For
example, light - move - actuator



AI engine generated many new inventions



Technological shells.
Focus on strategic corporate goals
• Shell includes all important functions of technical system.

Example for battery: - increase capacity
- increase charging speed
- increase cycling stability
- increase energy density
- increase power density

• For given company several custom shells can be created

• When new discovery is added to the knowledge base, True
Machina engine will immediately generate novel inventions
for shell functions



27%

300%

400%

nanorods

nanowire

nanoparticles

Shell for battery. Increase energy density.
Compare new inventions by parameter



Creativity nouveau.
In partnership with Creative AI

• Resolve contradiction with no formal analysis, 
by choosing pre-generated invention where conflict may be
eliminated

• Quickly select the most promising ideas with AI help

• See all possible novel inventions after new discovery
was published.

Novel inventions, based on new discovery, are generated
immediately



Next steps

• Invite R&D engineers from industrial partner
to participate in the development process

• Scale up Combinatorial AI engine to build a very large
knowledge base of 1+ billion new inventions



Conclusion

• Automatic generation of novel ideas by Combinatorial AI
will greatly increase creative abilities of human inventors

• Creative AI will become equal partner of human
innovators, because it is able to create novel inventions
on its own

• Creative AI systems will soon generate zillions of stories,
art images, music, songs, inventions, creating much
bigger Internet for coming human-AI civilization
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